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Just like language, culture can determine how we see the 
world. Bambra, a language from the Congo, has only three 
fundamental words for colours, compared to over 3,000 
colour names in English. Similarly, the colour red can have 
one meaning in North America – love and passion – and
another in Asia – good luck and prosperity.

And it’s not just the interpretation of colour that changes 
worldwide; many colours themselves are unique to specific 
places. From the rich yellows of India’s streets, to the tranquil 
greens of the Chinese countryside – wherever we go, the 
shades around us transform with their surroundings. 

Our current Trend Colour Collection LEVEL 25 is filled with 
colours that tell stories from around the globe.

Technocell Dekor has a strong tradition as your reliable 
solutions provider. Offering solutions is at the core of our 
being, deeply rooted in our DNA. When it comes to colours, 
we combine years of experience with modern know-how, 
resulting in a portfolio of over 7,000 individual colours – and 
counting. We use state-of-the-art colour laboratories and the 
passion of our international team of experts to extend our 
range even further. 

So we invite you to be inspired by the latest and trendiest 
shades, tones and hues – and open your eyes to a new 
world of colours.

A WORLD  
OF COLOURS

Faith
pink 
TC 5467-080

Pure
pink 
TC 6664-105

Midnight
purple 
TC 7143-080 
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LEVEL 25
The Trend Colour  
Collection LEVEL 25  
from Technocell Dekor

Collection prices

• Attractive pricing by combining 
production volumes.

• First orders enjoy special pricing 
advantages.

Short supply chain

• High level of availability thanks to 
intelligent production and logistics.

• Available for shipment within  
six weeks.

OUR PROMISE.
YOUR BENEFIT.

Cozy
brown 
TC 6162-080

Sensous
red  
TC 5944-095 

Orange  
tonic 
TC 6453-100

Cheering
mustard  
TC 7664-120

Electrifying copper  
TC 7643-080

THE COLOUR OF CENTURIES

Can you see time? Do years and years of unimaginable 
human labour and intricate craft have a shade? The 
majestic temples of Asia, like the White Horse Temple 
in Luoyang, China, prove that you can indeed see the 
colours of centuries – like sensuous red and orange 
tonic – rich with history and glowing with culture.
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LIFE IN  
THE DARK

The North American woods are synonymous with dark foliage, crisp air and 
creeping morning fog. These deep, vivid tones like timeless grey, devoted olive 
and elegant anthracite, are home to the forest’s wildlife – like America’s own 
grey wolf that prowls the lush woodland searching for its next adventure 
hidden in the striking landscape around it.

Timeless
grey 
TC 5219-080

Sesame
vanilla  
TC 4198-070

Devoted
olive 
TC 7663-090

Elegant anthracite 
TC 7574-080

Flashy
mint  
TC 6384-080 

Delicate
mint  
TC 4114-080

Refreshing
light blue 
TC 4110-080

Jaunty
yellow  
TC 7228-100 

Evolving
lime  
TC 7508-080 

SEASONAL  
MOODS

We closed our eyes and imagined the greens and blues that, on a clear spring day, 
stretch out over Northern Europe as far as the eye can see. The true tones of a 
season caught between two moods; letting go of the greys and allowing the colour 
– like evolving lime and refreshing blue – to seep back into life.
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THE OASIS OF  
YOUR DREAMS

Nothing says Australia quite like the Outback. The fiery tones of electrifying 
copper speak the power of the earth and remind us of its force – while the 
energetic shades of refreshing light blue push a sense of hope and survival onto 
us. The dramatic clash of earth and water remind us of the beauty in contrasts  
– something you can see all over the stunning landscapes found Down Under.

Velvet
lilac 
TC 6253-080

Faith
pink 
TC 5467-080

Electrifying
copper  
TC 7643-080

Enchanting  
green
TC 7336-080

Craving  
red
TC 5933-090

Classy
camel
TC 5442-070
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A CONTINENT  
OF CONTRASTS

What could possibly make us feel more alive than the vibrant colours of Latin America? These bright and brilliant 
shades tell stories of lively street festivals and rich religious traditions. The compelling combinations of hues like fierce 
brown – found in the Chilean desert – contrasted with daring blue – seen in Belize’s Great Blue Hole – represent 
the unique variety of this special part of the world. 

WHEN SEASIDE AND OCEAN COME  
TOGETHER IN HARMONY

The soft, subtle shades in faith pink tell stories of dusty light on a sunny afternoon in California. A wave of harmonious 
blue brings a rush of calm to the scene, covering us in a blanket of relaxation and assurance – much like the ocean. 
Together, they speak harmony and provoke a feeling of summertime wonder.

Harmonious 
blue
TC 7350-100

Tender  
pink
TC 6072-080

Fierce  
brown
TC 6455-080

Daring  
blue
TC 6244-080

Jaunty
yellow  
TC 7228-100

Harmo nious  
blue
TC 7350-100

Fierce  
brown
TC 6455-080

Enchanting  
green
TC 7336-080

Electrifying
copper  
TC 7643-080

Cheering
mustard  
TC 7664-120

Daring  
blue
TC 6244-080

Tender  
pink
TC 6072-080

Velvet
lilac 
TC 6253-080

Orange
tonic 
TC 6453-100

Elegant
anthracite 
TC 7574-080

Faith
pink 
TC 5467-080

Midnight
purple 
TC 7143-080

Sensous
red 
TC 5944-095

Delicate
mint  
TC 4114-080

Pure
pink  
TC 6664-105

Cozy
brown  
TC 6162-080

Sesame
vanilla  
TC 4198-070

Flashy
mint 
TC 6384-080

Craving  
red
TC 5933-090

Devoted
olive 
TC 7663-090

Classy
camel  
TC 5442-070

Evolving
lime  
TC 7508-080

Refreshing
light blue  
TC 4110-080

Timeless
grey  
TC 5219-080

LEVEL 25  
COLOUR 
OVERVIEW
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WE LOOK FORWARD
TO SERVING YOU.

SCHOELLER TECHNOCELL GMBH & CO. KG
Burg Gretesch
49086 Osnabrück
Germany

Phone  +49 (0)541 3800 0
Fax  +49 (0)541 3800 425
Email  info@Felix-Schoeller.com
www.Technocell-Dekor.com

instagram.com/technocelldekor

linkedin.com/company/felix-schoeller


